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ABSTRACT

This work is devoted to the study of the spectre of surface waves arising in the linear
oscillations problem of a portion of an ideal heavy non capillary liquid constrained into a vessel
with interior spatial domain U.

In the present work we will be concerned with the following two equations:

- Under which conditions on U and V (volume of liquid enclosed into U) it is possible to assure
non existence of discrete spectre of superficial waves in the threshold of the inner wave spectre?
- How do spectre of superficial waves depend on local variations of angular speed?
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0. INTRODUCTION

Consider an ideal heavy non capillary liquid constrained into a vessel with interior spatial
domain U- Let us suppose that the region enjoys axial symmetry and will identify its symmetry
axis with the axis oz of some Cartesian system of coordinates. Also it will be considered that the
portion of liquid is rotating with an angular speed u around oz. In this frame it is known that the
equilibrium surface r u is represented by a paraboloid of revolution whose equation is

gz = K+ y x2 + y1) (1)

where constant K depends on the geometry of U, as well on the magnitude u> of the angular speed
and on the volume V of the liquid constrained in U. On the assumption that V and U do not change
during the rotation we may considers = K(U>). Here will be studied the problem of self oscillations
of the liquid surface related to uniform rotation around the oz axis. The linearized equations and the
boundary values of the problem will be anoted referred to a Cartesian coordinates system ( i t y, z)
which rotates together with the portion of liquid at the same angular speed w.

In order to establish the field of velocities u = S(t,x,y,z) and the deviation pCt,i, y,z)
of the field of pressures referred to the equilibrium pressure po (x, y, z) = — pgz + f io2 (x2 +
y1) + const, depending ont according to the law u = H(x,y,z)etXt

xp = p(x,y,z)e'Xt we put the
following system of equations and boundary values [1]:

i\S = 2<ii(u x k) Vp;
P

un := u • n = 0 ,
yg1 + ui*(i2 + y2)un

uo dV = 0

divu = Q, (il)

cn
I

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

where £1 is the volume filled by the liquid inside U in the position of relative equilibrium, 2. is the
pan of the vessel wall directly in touch with the liquid, T = Fu is the liquid surface given by Eq.( 1)
and n is the outer normal vector to Q..

Besides H = Z.2(r)Q{l}, are introduced the Hilbert spaces Li(£l) of square inte-
grable vector functions in ft; Wj r ( Q ) of scalar functions ip £ Wl(Q) satisfying / r ipdT = 0
endowed with the norm 1|p[||p.| ( n ) := fa \V<p\2dCl, and finally, the space of solenoidal vectors

Jo(H) := {« € L2(Cl) : div $ = 0(£l),un = 0(911)}, defined as the closure in Li(n) of
smooth functions in t i with div u = 0 in U and un = 0 in 911. Defining operator Bo = P/ffl
on H, where Pg : L2(T) —» H is the orthogonal projector on H and B is the multiplicative
operator in Li(X) by the function s/g2 + u*{x2 + y2), then conditions (3)-(5) may be written
in an equivalent fashion: uB = { tt°a-i'( ){E

( 'n • It is suitable to search for the solution of problem
(2)-(5) in the form
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where pa is the weak solution of the problem A<pa •> 0(£1),
operators Xy(i, ; = 1,2) andC by formulas

• Let us introduce

^ ( a ) := i

A2l(f) :=i

k) : H -> Mil);

where Fo is the orthogonal projector of
W\r(Q) of auxiliary problems

onto and are weak solutions in

= 0 , (£1), |2L =

(6)

(7)

As has been proved in [1] using the auxiliary problems (6) and (7) by projecting Eq.(2) onto some
orthogonal subspaces of Li (£2) and after some transformations, problem (2)-(5) may be reduced
to an equivalent system of operational equations of the form

) ; B0(a) = (8)

where/e fo(ii) anda g V(B0)C H.

It is also known (see [2]) that dynamic stability condition in linear approximation of the
free surface r is expressed by

)>8w2{Cn,»)> (9)

which is also valid for the case of a capillary surface, although in this case operator Bo becomes
more complicated.

In [2] it is shown that on the assumption thai condition (9) is fulfilled then the spectrum
of system (8) is the interval [—2w,2w] plus a sequency (XB) of eigenvalues corresponding to
superficial waves whose possible accumulation point are ± oo.

In the present work we will concern the following two questions:

a. Under which conditions on U and V it is possible to assure that eigenvalues \n = \n(w)
stay always out of the interval [ -2w, 2ui] and far away from its ends +2u> when u is
large enough?

b. How do eignevatues Xn(w) depend on local variations of w?
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1. ON FAST ROTATION OF A CIRCULAR CYLINDER WITH A CAVITY
PARTIALLY FILLED BY AN IDEAL LIQUID

In this paragraph we will considered, as example, some situations which may happen to
the spectrum of surface waves when angular speed w increases.

Let us look at the system (2)-(5) for a heavy liquid in the cylinder
O. = {r < 1,0 < z < h}, where T2 = x1 + y2. In case of fast rotation (e := wg~1/2

have
1) we

+ w4r2 ~ u2r and the free surface approaches the cylinder r2 = p2,, where constant
po depends on the volume of liquid inside the cylinder. Observe, that for X / 0, ± 2 ui, from Eq.(2)
it follows the expression

2 A,.2\T/r*~\ (10)

where

U Vp) := Vp+ ~ k Vp-^-fc(fc-Vp) .

Putting (10) in the equation div u = 0 yields equation

(11)

Just the same equation is satisfied by all the components of vector u.

Substituting (10) in (3) and (4) we get boundary conditions

= 0 {z = 0 p <r<\}u{z = hp <

(12)

(13)

dr \r 86~ 1 0 , r = l . ( 1 4 )

By passing to cylindrical coordinates in the spectral problem (12>—(14) search for the solution in
the form

Fim(r,«,0) = V»»(*")«""'cos—r—™t • (15)
n

Then the study of spectrum in the problem (12>-(I4) leads to the search of spectrum \ = \ma (u)
in a one dimensional problem

1 d

d>Pn
dr

For different values of numbers n and m, the following system of functions are linear independent
solutions of Eq.( 16)



a) n = m = 0 : \,€TIT;

b) n=0 ,myO:r m
> r

where Jm and ym are Bessel's functions of first and second kind, respectively.

If we look for solutions of the spectral problem (16)-(18) as a linear combination of
these fundamental solutions, then in case of a) or b), we get points ± 2w constitute eigenvalues of
infinity multiplicity. In c) if we search for a solution of the form AJm + BYm and substitute it in
the boundary conditions (17) and (18) we arrive to the following equations for spectre:

(•-»)•"

m
1/2 JmU) _4_

Po
= 0

(19)

/ , \ 1/2

where we stated z = ^ f ^ _ u . Roots of Eq.(19) are approximations for spectre of surface
waves in case of fast rotation, i.e., for u» large enough.

Next we show that for po near to the unity, roots Zm of this equation satisfy estimate

\Zm\ <Cm (20)

where Cm is a constant independent on n.

From here follows existence of eignevalues ^nm(w), where 1X^,(0;) | are near enough
to2u from above.

- " « . W

Using the following relations for derivatives of Bessel's functions Zm:

Z'm{r) = Zm.

where Zm = Ym,Jm and relation for the Wronskian

• U r ) y ; ( r ) - j ; ( r )y« ( r ) = J« t i(r)ym(r) - yB + i (r) /m(r) = 2/wr .

(21)

(22)

Let us suppose that in Eq.(U) the root Zm stays in some neighbourhood of zero depending only
on m. Then for po near enough to the unity we have

o -V>tZ'n{z)

—Zm(z) + (
pat

(23)

(24)

Putting expressions (23) and (24) in (19) we obtain approximated equations for Zm:

PO I n?"2 / , h't 'V

»)•"

(PO - «* (y^
m(po -

PO

Now from (21) and (22) we have

2 m ( m - l ) 2

Substituting these expressions in (25) we obtain

... , , , , „ , 8 I h*2* m
+ (1 - po)m(m - 1) + > „ +

w V po ' —

8m

- 3 * - ;
= 0 .

If state, for example, m = 0, hence the unique root of Eq.(26) will be Zm = 0.
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(26)
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From here follows statement (20) for m = 0 In this way we have shown that when

the volume of the liquid is small in the rotating cylindrical vessel it may happen accumulation of

eigenvalues in the threshold of the continuous spectrum when angular speed increases. In the next

paragraph we will establish conditions which excludes this situation.

2. ABOUT TH E INFLUENCE OF TH E G EOMETRY OF U IN THE BEHAVIOUR

OF SPECTRUM \n(w) FOR LARGE w

Here will be obtained sufficient conditions on the geometry of the cavity U which assure

that the relative equilibrium state remains stable when ui increases indefinitely.

A simple geometrical approach shows that function «(w), set in (1) decreases when u

increases. Furthermore in accordance to the geometry of U, the free equilibrium surface may be-

come multiple connected when w varies. Besides, forw = +oo every connected component of the

equilibrium surface r u represents a cylindrical surface with some fixed radius and this corresponds

to the limit case in (1) when ui = oo, lj£rL —» -k2, where it is the cylinder radius.

Here the vessel will be supposed axial symmetric and convex. It means that the equilib-

rium surface related to u> = +oo is a simple connected one, and constant it is defined by condition

wheretV :=

vol [U\W] = V ,

y2 < / t 2 } .

(27)

Convexity and axial symmetry of U implies existence of some convex function h( z)

positive from above and defined in the interval [ o, ZQ ] , also takes place identity

= {(x,y,z) :r = V2, a€[O,zo]}. (28)

Lemma 1 Let vessel U be convex and with axial symmetry, and suppose that it is filled with

a fixed volume of liquid: 0 < V < vol U. The function *(u>) is continuous and descreasing in

the interval (0 , +oo). Moreover, function ^ decreases in (0 , +oo) and inf *$• = - £ where

number k is defined from (27).

Proof Putting

we set function

then takes place representation

*•(«,«)« ir f'° h2 ~* f"\ma dz-V

(29)

(30)

(31)

where function h( z) coincides with function h( z) in the interval [ o, ZQ ] and becomes zero out of

this interval. It is clear, that function K(U) is defined from condition F(UI,K(U)) = 0 .

In order to use the implicit function theorem we calculate derivate ^ , talcing into account

that function in the second integral takes value null in the inferior limit. Then

dF f 8 \ . \ , t , I2(gz-K)}]2
 J

d* hh 3* I { V or J J
(32)

Denoting

IKM is an open set in [o, zo], with this in mind we write down (32) as

dF 2ir

8K IT2 "^

where mes /„_„,, is the Lebesguian measure of the ensemble JK)ll.

(33)

Condition V > 0 yields that mes IKiU > 0 for all K and UJ > 0. Thus implicit function

theorem implies continuous dependence of K from u in (0 , +00).

Moreover, from (33) and identity

dF 4ir
_ _ = __
8K W3

(gz-K)dz

is obtained the relationship

dn(w)
—

du u> mes

which implies decrease of function K(UI) because of

(gz-K)dz

< 0. Observe that

(34)

(35)

_d_ /«(«).\ = tj

dw \ ijJ /

Hence from (35) we have

d SKM\

du \ u2 )
2g

mes
;— /1 ^ JUfi

tdt<0, and

finally we obtain the second statement in Lemma 1.

Denote now

:= {(x,y,z)



and put Cu as the norm of the imbedding operator

lJ Hu (36)

where 0 < w < +00, iiu := £1*(«) ̂  and spaces W\ r ( £ l ) , H are defined in the last paragraph.

For every wo 6 ]0, +oo[ we put the magnitude

C00O0) = sup{co, : u>o < w < +00} . (37)

Lemma 2 Let the vessel U satisfy the same condition as in Lemma 1. Then for every wo > 0,
the number c^iun,) is bounded.

(38)

Proof Every function u £ W^j-*/*^ can be represented as

u(x,y,z) := iL(r,z,9) = V Tin(r,z)eir*

where (r, s, 6) represent cylindrical coordinates, un( r, z) are the Fourier coefficients of u related to
the argument 9. Observe that <p( z, 6) := (i/2(pz - s(w) } (cos 0) /w, y/2(gz - K(U))( sin 0) /w, z)
(•Tin := Ji.(o,) >̂ has been already introduced in Lemma I) is a parametric representation of the sur-
face r u . It implies that

ff
JJ r

Combining Parseval's identity and (38) we get

JJ rw J^U-I'"'

= 2 * JT /" rMr,*)pd£

here integral in F^ denotes curvilinear integral along the curve

(39)

From (39) immediately we obtain for u = 00, the identity

f f |«[2<i3 = 2wfc J2 f \Un\
2d£

where constant fc has been defined in the introduction of this paragraph.

9

(40)

Observe that from the fact that u is an element of the space Wl^iQu) it follows that
integral

is bounded.

F <41>

Again from (38) and (41) we get

/ / / (M2 + \Vu\2)dxdydz = 2ir ^
J r_ J ,_, ,__

fff h r + — K r + r[un|
2 + r

where in the right side integrals are taken over the surface

drdz

(42)

(42) yields that function \/T UB( r, z) £ W\ (O£) for every n € Z*, this is the reason why take
place the Sobolev's integral representation (see [3])

~2 ff
JJ W+

f{X,R,6)
R1

(43)

hereX = (r,z),Y = (r i ,*i) ,Q^ is starshaped respect to the ball {r2 + z2 < S2}
\X-Y\,9 = {Y

,R,B)= I
JR

and function <p g !•( {rf + z\ < 1}) satisfies condition

JJ tf+,><\

Taking, for example, ip{r,z) = po(r,«) := ->"'exp(|X|2/|X|2 - 1) for |a:j < l,
for | i | >, 1 where f = jfjr,X|glv>o(-X)dX: we have that

2 1
<Po < ~ Po •

Remember that in (43), Sn is a constant and for it takes place estimate

(44)

10
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From (43) we get

and (44) yields

Pay attention to estimate

\f(X,R,9)\<CD,

(45)

(46)

(47)

where D is the diameter of set u0, C = sup{f°<po(X + t9)dt;X,Y £ u0} < T 1 / . Therefore
from (43) follows

IKIU.c«, <

here function x»(Y) = 1 for Y E ft,?, Xw(^) = 0 for Y i Ci£. Considering the constants in the
proof of Sobolev's imbedding theorem we get [3]:

Jt
a r t +r\~d7

where

= ff R
JJ \R\<.D\R\<.D

K2 = sup [ R-^2 dix •

Remark that

LR~

+ -\un\
2 | dr dz (48)

(49)

(50)

1/2

(
1 + * ( , .

1/2

(51)

Now from (45)—(51) we obtain

< | Tffi"2 long T° + 64 ( 1 •

2

dr + r
"97

(52)

11
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From here and (39), (42) follows estimate

JJrM
2da<K

K:=2 U6~ 2 sap[longV°] + 6^ ( l +

does not depend on w.

Estimate (53) leads to the required statement.

'

(53)

(54)

Note: It is clear that number 7 < TT for function tp0.

From estimate (53) after approaching wo to +00 follows that

(55)

where definition of interval Iu, (0 < w < +00) is given in Lemma 1, 6^ is the radius of the largest

ball contained in ii^, and long /,*> represent the length of interval /«,.

Lemma 3 Let U satisfy the conditions described in Lemma 1. Then takes place the following

relationship

lim

Proof Let prove this assertion on the contrary. Hence, if it does not take place then exists

£ > 0 such that for every n € IN is possible to find wB > n which satisfies condition Coofw,,) —

Coo > £• c«,( w) is a decreasing function, furthermore, it is bounded from below by the number c^.

Thus, it follows existence of a number wo such that

- Coo > e for every u > wo . (56)

Observe that

= sup sup

1/1

ffl
' 2

Therefore, for every 7 > u exists a function <pn € M^1 r (^7) s u c ' 1 m a t

< SUP • e / 4 . (57)

12



Now doing a change of variables in these integrals in order to get integrals Over Qc and FM,
respectively, and using continuity of function K(W) (see Lemma 1) we prove the existence of a
number u>*, such that for f > w*

,4 <58)

where ^ « £ Wl [•„( ^ » ) comes from the change of variables. (55) and (56) lead to inequality
c«,{u;) < <;„ + E/2 for every u > w*, that contradicts (54).

Theorem 1 Let U satisfy conditions of Lemma 1. If estimate

e* < A/8 (59)

take place (number Jt comes from (27)), then inequality (9) also does for every u in some neigh-
bourhood of oo. Moreover, for every

0 (60)

it is possible to find a number uo(e ) , such that the spectre of surface waves in problem (2M5)

does not exist in intervals] 2 u , 2 u> + ej,[—2w — e,—2w[ for any u >

(61)

Proof For every function a € T>(BU) we have

<Bua,a> = fJ v V + r2"4 \<*\2ds > w2 ff r\a\7 da .

If inequality (60) takes place for such e, also does the estimate

k-B

From Lemmas 1 and 3 we get existence of a number uio (e) such that the following estimates:

k-e
8 + £

(62)

(63)

*tylaai , then

are valid for every w > wo (e).

If in inequality (61) we take u > wo (e) and consider that in r u , r

we get

< Bua,c> > (k - £)u,2 JJ ^\a\2da .

Now from definition of operator c^ and imbedding theorems immediately follows estimate

(64)
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Estimates (64) and (65) on the assumption of (62) bring out

<Bua,a > > (8 + E)W2 < Cua,a> . (66)

It means that first statement theorem is true. Furthennore, using the results of [4] now starting from
(65) we get the second statement in our theorem.

Estimate (55) and result in Theorem 1 lead to the following obvious sufficient condition
for non existence of surface waves spectrum in the threshold of the inner waves spectre in problem
(2H5).

Corollary 1 Let U satisfies also the same conditions as in Lemma 1 and takes place the esti-
mate

i 0 ^ / - < T 6 % ( 6 7 )

where k comes from (27), interval / « has been stated in Lemma 1 for ui = oo and number 6M also
been established in the note to Lemma 2. Then it is possible to find a number UQ = wo( k, SK, / „ )
such that for every u> > wo does not exist spectre of surface waves in the intervals ]2w, 2ui +
e],[ —2u — £,— 2w[ where e = {k — '.

In case of cylinder considered in paragraph 1 it is easy to find out that condition (67)
becomes

64 Tt
(68)

which does not fulfill for fixed h if po tends to 1 (this means to decrease the volume of liquid in the
cylinder). Hence as we have already shown in the last paragraph, it can happen an accumulation
when po tends to the unity.

Pay attention to the fact, that the right member of inequality (68) reaches its maximum
value for 0 < po < 1 when po = 1/3 and in this point the maximum height of the cylinder for
which does not exist accumulation is h = 1 /432 rr.

3. ABOUT THE DEPENDENCE OF THE SURFACE WAVES SPECTRUM ON THE
VARIATION OF THE ANGULAR SPEED

We will study the dependence of the surface waves spectrum on small variations of the
angular speed in a neighbourhood of u0.

In the whole paragraph we will suppose that the following conditions are fulfilled:

1. Vessel U is bounded, convex and enjoys axial symmetry.

2. In state of static equilibrium with angular speed u»o takes place condition (9).

14
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It will be supposed moreover, two simplifying statements, although they are not funda-
mental in obtaining the results.

3. The free surface corresponding to angular speed w, is connected and does not touch in inner
points the solid walls of vessel U.

4. Denoting by z0 and z* the unique points defined through condition

zo := max{* : (x,y,z) € U] ,

Hz*) =
u-'O

(69)

(70)

where function h has already appeared in (28), let us suppose that take place inequalities

0 < e+ < zo , (71)

*(wo) > 0 . (72)

At this moment it is interesting to make some comments on the restriction just introduced,

a) In Theorem 1 it was proved, that from conditions

)
4

C - C U 6 )

(73)

(74)

follow the accomplishment of condition (9) for every ui > u0 . However, condition (9) can take
place for other values of w.

b) It is known, that in the state of static equilibrium of an ideal heavy rotating liquid the free
surface represents part of a paraboloid of revolution with Eq.(l). Conditions 3 and 4 mean that
intersection of the free surface with the vessel walls constitutes the circumference: 7 = r n dU.
All remaining points from r , all points in Y\) stay inside U. Continuity of function «(w) (see
Lemma 1) implies that the free surface corresponding to the state of static equilibrium enjoys the
same properties which occur when angular speed varies in a neighbourhood of u;o.

c) Observe that 3 and 4 imply that the set /„(„,) defined in Lemma 1 coincides with the interval
[it<u*o)/p, ** ] . For this reason and from (35) we deduce that

(75)
9

The last restriction involves more technical character than restrictions 1 and 2 do.

5. Function h(z) which is defined by the axial section of the set l£0) is analytic in the interval
(o, ZQ ) and takes place relationship:

2

^-h(z+) h'(z*)- 1 ^ 0 . (76)
9
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For a better understanding of condition (76) remark, that it is accomplished whenever h'(t*) < 0,
because of h(z+) > 0 . This situation may occur, for example, whenever exists a numbers* :0 <
** < zo such that hl( z*) = 0 and the height of the liquid layer inside U in state of repose is not
less than z'.

From now on, we will add to all notations already introduced the index u. Non existence
of such index corresponds to an initial angular speed uo • Let us denote

r u - free surface
Ou - region filled with the liquid
Iu - solid humid wall.

Axial intersection of the above introduced sets with the semi plane {x > 0, y = 0 } is
denoted by r,<°>, £^0) and I$», respectively.

Lemma 4 Under the assumptions of conditions 1-5, function «(w) is analytical in a neigh-
bourhood of wo-

Proof The condition posed in the hypothesis yields the fulfillment of relationships (71), (72)
and (75) for every w in a neighbourhood of wo.

Combining (75) and (70) we get in a neighbourhood of wo the relationship: h ("H-*"•'<") \

•J-2 ^Jj^. Positiveness of both sides in the preceding relationship leads to the equivalent one

{
9

= 0 . (77)

Observe that given wo and «(u>o) = a, Eq.(70) has a unique solution z* and therefore defines
univocally the value K\WQ ) = p.

After differentiation, respect to w in Eq.(77), we obtain

^2 (K.iw}-UK't,u)\

«"<«) =
2 (uL h f K(u)-U*'iu)\ fa, f K<U)-»*'IV)\ _ A

(78)

where the right member may be denoted by # ( w, s( u) , s' (w)) and function H is analytic respect
to its variables in a neighbourhood of wo because of condition 5.

It is clear that Eq.(78) with initial conditions *(u)<>) = a, «'(wo) = 0 has a unique
solution in a neighbourhood of the point uto, which is analytic in the same neighbourhood. Eq.(78)
can be written as

' « < « ) - W K ' ( U ) \ . „ _ „ . . , , = Q

16



Integrating this equation in a neighbourhood of w<> al)d considering initial conditions yield that
solution of Eq.(78) is also the unique solution of Eq.(77) in a neighbourhood of wo with initial
condition s(wo) = a. From this we get the statement in Lemma

Now we will ask a more strong condition than relationship (76):

6. For every z e [0 , zo] fulfills inequality

(79)

Observe that inequality (71) is always valid for those z with h'(z) < 0 and at the same time the
inequality itself establish some restrictions on the other values of z.

Continiuty of h and h' brings out that (79) fulfills for every u> in some neighbourhood of
wo. Therefore, exists a number 8 > 0 such that for every w where |w - wo | < & conditions 2-6
remain valid when UJO goes to w, being K(W) analytic in this neighbourhood of wo.

Lemma 5 Put conditions 1-6 are fulfilled. Then there exists a diffeomorphism fu{x,z) :
Q^°> ;=s Q*0)),^ -+ SXJ which enjoys the following properties:

a) For every pair ( i , z) € Cl(jOf>, fu(x,z) is an analytic function respect tow in some neighbour-
hood of wo, independent of (x, z).

b) Function fw maps T,}0' := T^0' into r^0), l£0) := l£® into I^ o ) ,{(O,i ) : 0 <, z <
n(m)jg) into {<(),*) : 0 < z < «(w)/g} and{(i,0) : 0 < x < h(0)} into itself.

Proof Let us construct the required diffeomorphism. Function gu(x, z) := (x, ,ttl*i.'j?l*iIi J

maps one to one set Q^01 onto i^*1 = {(u,v) : 0 < ti < «(w)/g,0 < u <, hu(v)} where
function h» is defined by relationships

ku{v) = h(z) ,

Relationship (81) can be represented as

ff(w, z,v) = K(W)

where | | W,z

(80)

(81)

(82)

| | .jr.u) = «(w) - v<A>2h(.z)h'{z).

Representing v and v = \ ^ , 0 < X < 1, we have ^ = * ^ [£ - Xh(z)h'(z)}
this expression is strictly larger than zero for every z £ [ 0, zo ] . w in a neighbourhood of wo and v
in the interval [0 , n(w)/g], because of conditon 6.
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Implicit function theorem leads now to the existence of a unique solution z(u,v) of
Eq.(82), defined for w in a neighbourhood of wo. v defined in a neighbourhood of zero and satisfying
condition

i(wo,0) = 0 . (83)

(82) yields that

i(u,0)=0 , (84)

for every w in some nieghbourhood of wo -

After differentiation in Eq.(82) respect to z for a fixed w we get a differential equation
which is satisfied by function J(w, v)';

dv (85)

From the preceding discussion it is easy to find out that the solution of the Cauchy problem (85) and
(84) can be extended univocally in the class of continuous functions oveT the segment [ 0, K( W) /g].

Besides, analiticity of the right member in (85) as function of parameters v and z (because
of conditions 5 and 6) implies analiticity of solution i(w, v) as function of v over the segment
10 , «(w) jg] for every fixed w in a neighbourhood of wo.

Fixing now v G [0 ,K( <*>)/<)] in Eq.(82) and differentiating this equation respect to w,
we obtain the differential equation:

dz_
dw

(86)

The solution of the preceding equation is unique in a neighbourhood of wo and satisfied initial
condition

* L « , = *(«*.«)• (87)

This solution clearly coincides with J(w,v) and depends analytically on w in a neighbourhood
of wo for every fixed v because of analiticity of the right member in (85). This way we have
shown that solution i(w,v) of Eq.(82) satisfying condition i(wo ,0) = 0 is unique in the set:
{(w, v) : |u> - wo | < 6,0 < v <, K(.u)/g} where 8 > 0 is some fixed number. Moreover,
function Sr(w, v) depends analytically on u and v. This implies that function /iu(v) defined in (80)
may be represented as

M O = MKui,*)) . (88)

Using this function it is possible to construct an isomorphism from set fl,}*' into fl^ through
*u(u,v) = (17, V) where:

(89)

(90)U = Mi(w,s(wMwor
1<j)](/i[i(wo,tj)]r1u

18
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Let us define the isomorphsim gu from ii* on

where

X = U

Z

This way, function /u( j , z) := j " 1 . k^ • U,ZU) defined by

[»('"•ss&rV)] + V*2*2 [»(".asS

(91)

(92)

(93)

(94)

Z , (95)

satisfies the desired conditions.

Rotation of the border represented by function fu around axis Oz leads to a diffeo-
morphsim from flo onto iXi which in cylindrical coordinates becomes

= Za{r,z), r = (96)

where function Xu and Zw has been established in (94) and (95). It is obvious that restriction of
functions

Fu\u : r0 - . Tu , F^ : £o - XL , (97)

are deffeomorphsim.

Now, with the aid of function Fu let us construct a homomorphisra of the spaces defined
in the introduction. In the following we will denote

dXu dZu

9r fl«

dZu

, Zu) is an analytic function of its parameters u, r, z, for which in a neighbourhood of
uo,(r,2) £ ^ ( 0 ) - From the fact that JiX^, Z^) = 1 for every (r, *) e ilo(o), we obtain the
strictly positiveness of function J(XU,2U) whenu remains in a certain neighbourhood of uo and

Suppose now that function rj/( <p, R, Z) is given in cylindrical coordinates in the set O^,,
defining

(98)
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we get the relationships

<m

1
' dz)'

By writing

V * " \dX'dY'dZj'V V°- [dx'dy'dzj

for the gradient in Cartesian coordinates, we get from (99) the following equalities

*= J *dipff J^

Jo
r dr dz =

(100)

here M£ represents the conjugate of matrix Mu and (,) means the scalar product in R 3 .

We observe that the matrix determinants

d e t [ r * ^ .

are strictly larger than zero for u in a neighbourhood of wo and (r, z) € tig**. Then from (100)
follows, that the mapping ̂  —» Vo defined by (98) establishes a homomorphism of spaces W\(£Ki)
and W\(QQ). Moreover, the following lemma takes place:

Lemma 6 The mapping 4>u[f{ip, R, Z)] :- £*&*)• MJ • f(Fu(tp,r,z)) realizes a homo-
morphism between spaces fo(Ha) and Jo(Oo) (see definition in the introduction).

Proof To demonstrate the lemma it is sufficient to show that &,(/) 6 Jo(ilo) for every
/ 6 fo(£k,), if / G Jo ( f l J then for every function $ e W\ (ilu,) we get:

fff f(X,Y,Z) VM (101)

By passing to cylindrical coordinates (ip, R, Z), R = \/X2 + K2, in (101) we obtain

Jo JJ oi™
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JV a™
, Z) 0 . (102)



Now if we make in (102) the change of variables introduced by (96) if follows from (99)

Jo JJn™

We have already proved that mapping (98) establishes a homomorphism of spaces
W\ (llo ) • Then, if we go back to Cartesian coordinates in the last integral we obtain

and

for every function î<> eW2 ' ( f t)) . This implies that 4>u( f) G Jo (£lo) •

•

Now let function $(X, Y, Z) g W\ (£\,) and represent it in polar coordinates

V(f,R,Z)=W.RcosV>,Rsm<p>Z), fl2 = X1 + Y2 . (103)

Function Fu has been defined in (96) and it is easy to see, as it has already done for mapping (98),
that transfrom

(104)

also accomplishes an isomorphism of spaces W\ ( i\,) and W\(Ck>)- For each function a( X, Y} Z) €
L2(rM) let us denote a*(V, fl, ZU(R)) := a(.Rcos p, R sirup, ZU(R)) werejZu(fl) =
J-W2 i i2 . We now define mapping

(105)

Denoting now by trr0 and tr-p. the traces of functions from classes W\ (flo )
to Li (To) and Lz ( r u ) respectively, then from the foregoing definition it is clear that takes place
relationship

X(fcT.V')=trro(Tl<)VO, (106)

for all functions ifr € VCj1 (t^,).

Lemma 7 The mapping (104) realizes an isomorphism of spaces W^iiKi) and W\ r|) ( flo).
Furthermore, the mapping (105) is an isomorphism of spaces Hu and ifo-

Proof Taking into account that ru is a homomorphism of the spaces W\ (flu) and W\ (Ho),
to demonstrate the first part of Lemma it is enough to show that trro(Tu ifr) G Ho for every
function V> € W J V

21

Because of (106) it is enough to prove the second part of Lemma .

Now let function a £ Hu. Hence we have

0 = jf^(X,Y,Z)ds

[f a(x,Y,-
JJ c \ S

where (X, - {X2 + Y1 < h(z*)} and the point z* is denned by the relationship h(z*) =

There is also a formula analogous to (75), i.e., ** = [K(W) — WK'(W)]/J . NOW by
passing to polar coordinates in the last integral we obtain:

Ja
-,/l+-rV 9

The change of variables R = Xu(T,z0(r)) yields that 2U(R) =«o(0 and

0= f'V F'
Jo Jo

r dr , (107)

where z* has been defined in (75). Observe that

~ [Xu(r,«o(r))

Now from (95) follows that

Therefore

Going back to integral (107) we obtain

° fT TT\Y /
hi(zLOl>&*A) Jo

22
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By passing again to Cartesian coordinates we have

(108)

From the foregoing discussions is clear that replacing a by |a|2 yields

(109)

Taking into account (108) and (109) we arrive to the required statement of the second part of the

lemma.

It is known that the problem of small oscillations of a rotating ideal fluid can be set in
terms ofthe system of operator Eqs.(8). Making in this system the change of variables fig1 (a) = \q
we get the equivalent equation

D" 0 0 \ / / •

o c o o i =
o 0 W \n 0 BS

o \ / f

where II" and /" are the identity operators in Jo (flu,) and Hu, respectively.

/ D " 0 0
Multiplying from the left this equation by the operator 0 /" 0

\
equation

IT 0
0 C-
0 0

0
0

f
a =

V 0

0 0

0

0

(110)

yields

(111)

Let us denote operator matrices in the left and right members of (111) by B( ui) and A( u;), respec-
tively. In our case the liquid is heavy and it means that operator Bfi represents the multiplication
by function \Jg2 + u4 r2, moreover, B% and its inverse are both bounded. This implies that the
spectre of problem (111) is contained in the spectre of problem (110), besides, the eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions of both problems coincide. Since spectre of problem (110) coincides with spectre of
problem (8) hence in case of a heavy liquid the spectre of surface waves in problem (8) coincides
with the spectre of problem (111) which lies out the segment [— 2 u , 2 u ] , for every u in some
neighbourhood of uo.

Using now operator matrices AM and BM we can define quadratic forms in Co by

setting

a(u)[U] := < AMU,U >u, := < B(u)U,U >u

23

where U : (/,<*,T)) e CU,U := (&,( f),*iu(a),*fu(ri)) 6 £o and <, >u denotes the scalar

product in £ u . Suppose here after that w is real and close to wo -

e < A"1a,f>Ou

+ 2u < Aj2a,a >ru +2 Re < or,7) >r. • (112)

Let us now consider separately each term in the right member of equality (112)

= i < Po(f x £),/ >tl,= i < f x fc,/>n,=

= ifff \hh - hh\ dXdY dZ= -2 Im fff hh dXdYdZ ,

where/=(/ , , /2 , /3) .

By passing to polar coordinates in the last integral we get

= - 2 / m / dip }i{<p,R,Z)fi<L<p,R,Z)RdRdZ
Jo JJ n™

where f*,fl are defined as in (105). Making now the change of variables established in (98)
immediately obtain:

- 2 Im

Denoting ^ ( / ) = / w c reach to

yJ(XulZJrdrdz. (113)

From here it follows

(114)

(115)

The substitution of these expressions in (113) and the subsequent return to Cartesian coordinates

yield

( H 6 )
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Now let us consider the second term in the right member of (112)

Re < A"tat,f>a.~ Re < A^f.a >r.= -Im I I qoads ,
J J rm

where go represents a generalized solution of the boundary problem (6) in £V From the definition
of generalized solution of problem (6) we get:

fff (117)Re < A^a, f >cKl= -Im fff Vqa V ^ dX dY dZ ,

here <pa is a solution of the problem through which is defined operator Cu. In the following Vgo =
( / x it) - P o ( / x k). In fact, when / £ W^Ou) n /0(fiu), we have for every function
¥>€ Wj( f l J that

f[[v<x,V<pdXdY dZ = ff (fxk)-npds~ fff [v • (/ x it)] p dX dY dZ .

Applying formula

/"/"/" Vu^ dX dY dZ + fff u Vp dX dY dZ = f f uKpds,
a. a. aa"

which is valid for every u = (u i , u 2 , "3 ) , u, e C°°( nj) ,ip 6 ^ j ( £!„) leads to

Kd2= fffifxk) VpdXdY dZ

is a generalized solution of (6) for/ €

therefore

The last expression implies that go 6
Jo (Qu) if ̂ d only if

i.e., only when
Pa(fxk)=(.fxk)-Vqo.

The density of W^Qv) n ^0(1^) in Jo(fiu) shows that the foregoing formula takes place for
every / e Jo (flu)- Using this formula in the integral (117) yields

dZ =

a,
(118)
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The introduction of cylindrical coordinates in the last integral in the region Du, the formulas (114)
and (115) and returning to Cartesian coordinates in Oc enables us to obtain

-Imf\ff (rxk)-V*^
Jo J J nj01

= -Im f% dp ff *,(/• x k) V^&rdr dz .
Jo JJ oi™

Finally we reach

Re < A^a, f >n,= ~lm fff V • VpS,0' dx dy dz (119)

a.
where

:= U L^T /2 + I T /3J '"77 AT fu7J ~fr / ]J

(120)

Let us consider now the third term in the right member of (112)

< A2za,a > r u = -Im j I q^ads,

q\ represents a generalized solution of problem (7). From the definition of generalized solution in
problem (7) we have

,a >ru= -Im fff (v<pa x ic) dY dZ .

Repeating the manipulation we have done now with integral (118) we get

< A^a,a >r.= -Im [ff .. ̂  _ . M'u \uu( V^0 ' ) x itl • V^0 ' dx dy dz (121)
ftJJ
ft)

where <fi™ is defined in (120).

The last term in the right member of (112) can be written down as follows

Re < a,q >r.= Re f & ^ (122)
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(see the proof in Lemma 7), where a

Let us find an expression for the quadratic form

Hw)[U] = fff\f\2dXdYdZ+
fi-

, a >r l l ! 2 ds

Some changes of variables in the respective integrals lead us to

——— dx dy dz+

dx dy dz+

where fj = X(T() and ip^ was defined in (120).

Theorem 1 Suppose that conditions 1-6 listed at the beginning of the paragraph are fulfilled.
Then, in case of a heavy liquid for every eigenvalue \o of problem (8) corresponding to angular
speed uio, there exists m functions, which may not be different, and which are analytic near to
tj = wo; A)(w),..., \m(<Ai) with Aj(u;o) = Ao. where mis the multiplicity of Ao. These functions
are eigenvalues of problem (8) when u is near to UQ . Moreover, these are the unique eigenvalues
near to \g.

Proof From Lemmas 4 and 5 follow analiticity near wo of the integrands in formulas (116),
(119), (121), (122) and (123). It is obvious that each integral converges uniformly when ui is near
to wo- In fact, these formulas lead to

1/2

(124)

\Re <4r 2a, /> a |< max

\xu

r*J*

dr

dr I

8ZU

dr

dz

T) (125)
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• m .

iRe < ct, ti >r I < max (127)

here || Hoo andjllln, denote norms in spaces £2(^0) and L2(To), respectively, \MW\ represents
norm of matrix A/u and V (ur<j) denotes a neighbourhood of wo in (T.

From the other side, remark that

a.

But the definition of tpa yields

P«a da <

(128)

(129)

where Cw is the norm of the imbedding operator (36).

The substitution of (129) in (128) leads to

NIL

Now from formula (109) and Lemma 2 it follows that for every ui in a sm all enough neighbourhood
V(uio) takes place estimate

I k < K0 H&llJ. (130)

(131)

where iCo is a constant.

Finally from estimates (124M127) and (13) we get the inequality

which is valid for every f /e£o ,wGV(«o) where Ka is a fixed constant.

Similarly from (123) and (13) is possible to prove inequality

(132)

Both inequalities altogether with the analiticity of the integrands show that o(u) and b(w) consti-
tute symmetric families of quadratic forms which ar analytic near to wo (see [5], Chap.VII). From
the representation theorem for quadratic forms we infer that exist analytic families of self-adjoint
operators AO(UJ) and Bo(w) in £0 such that spectrum of problem

28



coincides with spectre in problem (111).

Applying the results concerning analytical perturbation theory proved in VII, 6.2 [5] we
get the statement of Theorem 1.

It seems that the conclusion about the analytical dependence of the spectre of surface
waves remains valid in case of a capillary liquid under the assumption that the free boundary is an
analytical surface and depends analytically on u> near to too. It will probably be this way if ask for
the free surface to be connected and axial symmetric.
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